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Year 9 Science
Experiments:
Electrostatic by
Friction using
rulers and
balloons.

Merci beaucoup
pour le
montage Madame
Namatovu
Clubs and Late pickup fees.
This is to kindly remind you to clear your child's club fees and late pick up fees by
Tuesday 11th December 2018. otherwise, their report cards will be retained until the
fees have been paid.
YEAR 1
Christmas preparation took the lead this week. The children shared their previous
Christmas moments. Children engaged in designing cards and summed up the
exciting week by choosing secret Santa.
Year 2
Conversations about Christmas.
It’s the most wonderful time of the year! Christmas fever is here, and this week the
children have been saying all sorts of things about the season.
Timona-“How come other countries get snow for Christmas and we don’t?”
Kamanzi-“Why is Christmas food spicier than the normal one? Sometimes it tickles
my throat.”
Gerald- “Chicken! That’s what I want for Christmas.”
Year 3
It was thrilling for Year 3 to find out how different living things can reproduce,
breathe, grow, move and excrete. The children got to learn that multiplication and
division are two important operations that are inversely related to each other.
Year 4
“Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the thought has found words”,
Robert Frost
The children are wrapping up this quarter with Image poetry in English and their
curiosity has been put to test. They have found a lot of interesting things to write
about. Composing simile and adverb poems are a way of nurturing the children’s
descriptive language.
Year 5
We enjoyed cutting the watermelon into various fractions while learning about
fractions in math. In science, we studied about separation of soluble and insoluble
solutions. It was quite exciting to separate oil and water using the decanting method.
Compiled by, Aldrine Alinda, Stephen Kyalo, Larry Kizito and Larry chase.
Year 6
Year 6 this week has been learning about rivers in geography.
The children got to know the three stages of a river and were tasked to design the
three stages of river formation.

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK: Should students take holiday homework? What’s your
view?
Student #1
In learning to learn we studied how memory works. We need to keep working on
it. We need to make deliberate effort to keep our brain engaged. When we go for
holidays without any work to do we shall forget everything totally. So we really
need to take some homework. Not too much, though!
Student #2
We need homework over the break. Yes, because we might forget what we have
learnt. Also, we can improve results with more homework. If we don't do our
homework on regular basis, we might get lazy. So we should have homework for
holidays because it increases learning ability, everyone knows. This is true.
Believe me.
Student #3
Yes, but only if we are also encouraged to relax. We should understand that
learning does not end at our classroom door. Too often do we go back to school
after a lazy vacation, only to forget how to write properly or complete a simple
mathematics problem because we were not assigned at least any homework. Of
course, doing too much during a break defeats the whole purpose of a vacation.
There has to be a balance.
Student #4
Studying is a lot of work and I would welcome holidays like I used to get when I
was in lower primary. But everybody else seems to be saying the opposite of
what I think.
Student #5
I believe homework is NECESSARY over the break and it is NEEDED. We need to
take responsibility, and maybe, JUST maybe, we might realize the importance of
education. Is this a far-fetched goal?
Student #6
I love homework because it makes me skip doing house chores. I enjoy studying
and reading all the big books but I dislike being told to sweep and bathe babies.
Student #7
During the break, I ask my Mum to assign me everything that she wants me to do
the night before. So I wake up early and fulfil all the chores that she has
assigned me by 10:00 a.m. and then I begin on my holiday work up to lunch with
some breaks of riding my bike, invading the fridge, and frying eggs.

The Christmas
Story-God Cares
13th Dec.
Year 6 pupils showcasing their geography work.

Star
of the Week
Year 1 LN Happy S. Natukunda
Year 1 ZA
Year 2CW
Year 2CA
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Nicole Komujuni
Joshua Mwesigwa
Tyrone Kameri
Aber Kaitlin Abigail
Erica Louise Nyakoojo
Chantal Karungi
Calton Musenze

House Points
1. Wind
2. Fire
3. Water
4. Earth

1599
1498
1461
1325

Saturday, 8th December 2018

Student #8
For me, I usually procrastinate till the last week. Then within the
last days of the holiday, I discover that my younger brothers or maid have
misplaced my homework. If I am lucky, I ask friends to send it to me.
Sometimes they also don’t have it and I get zero for holiday homework.
This time I want to be different. I have to do all my work I want my
parents to be happy with me this Christmas.

NEXT WEEK'S MEMORY VERSE

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and selfcontrol. Against such things there is
no law.
Galatians 5:22-23

Secondary School Memory Verse Champions

Michelle Atuhaire Year7
Adonai Kirabo Year 7
Elizabeth Kintu Year 7
Nicole Kiica Year 7
Hannah Matembe Year 7
Katie Kamanyire Year 7

This Newsletter can also be accessed on our website: www.northgreen.ac.ug
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Meet
Christopher Musenze Jr

All primary year
groups doing
their
presentations
during French
Assembly.
Merci beaucoup!

I Like ICT. I love ICT because my father takes
me around to places where new apps and
games are developed. As a way of inspiring me
to like ICT
Christopher Musenze Jr Year 9

Read the rest of the story on the Secondary
school notice board

Year 2CA
Life Skills
Club makes
mouthwatering
goodies…
The process

Year 5 and 6

Year 1 ZA and LN

More work

Year 3

More work
Year 2CW

The
product
Year 4
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